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Abstract—Pattern matching is a crucial task in several critical network services such as intrusion detection and policy management. As the complexity of rule-sets increases, traditional string matching engines are being replaced by more sophisticated regular expression engines. To keep up with line rates, deal with denial of service attacks and provide predictable resource provisioning, the design of such engines must allow examining payload traffic at several gigabits per second and provide worst case speed guarantees. While regular expression matching using deterministic finite automata (DFA) is a well studied problem in theory, its implementation either in software or specialized hardware is complicated by prohibitive memory requirements. This is especially true for DFAs representing complex regular expressions present in practical rule-sets.

In this paper, we introduce a novel method to drastically reduce the DFA memory requirement and still provide worst-case speed guarantees. Specifically, we merge several “non-equivalent” states in a DFA by introducing labels on their input and output transitions. We then propose a data structure to represent the merged states and the transition labels. We show that, with very few assumptions about the original DFA, such a transformation results in significant compression in the DFA representation. We have implemented a state merging and transition labeling algorithm for DFAs, and show that for Snort and Bro security rule-sets, state merging results in memory reductions of an order of magnitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

In addition to examining structured information present in the header to classify a packet, many critical network services such as intrusion detection (IDS), policy management and identification of P2P traffic, require inspection of packet payloads. Also known as deep packet inspection, this provides better capability to classify packets based upon applications, content and state. Until recently, rule-sets for intrusion detection and other services primarily consisted of strings. However, current rule-sets like Snort [1], Bro [2], [3] and many others are replacing strings with the more powerful and expressive regular expressions.

The classical method to perform regular expression search is to use a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) [4], the focus of this paper. The main problem with DFAs is prohibitive memory usage. The number of states in a DFA scale poorly with the size and number of wildcards in the regular expressions they represent. As the number of wildcards in a regular expression grows, the number of DFA states increases sharply, exponentially in some cases. The presence of wildcards, one of the primary reasons why regular expressions are so expressive, also complicates merging multiple regular expressions. Two regular expressions with a moderate number of DFA states when considered individually may combine to form a composite DFA with a much larger state count. Since rule-sets typically consist of many regular expressions, it is beneficial to create a combined DFA since checking individual DFAs one-by-one imposes sequentiality in the processing, and decreases speed. This memory complexity makes software regular expression search engines extremely slow and not scalable to large rule-sets. It also makes hardware architectures difficult to design and implement.

Compounding this issue is the fact that critical network services such as intrusion detection must be performed online at high speeds. For a variety of reasons including router design, denial-of-service attacks and resource provisioning, routers must provide a worst-case speed guarantee. In the case of a DFA, this speed guarantee translates to an upper bound on the number of states visited for every input character in the payload traffic. Classical DFAs visit exactly one state per input character. However, due to memory limitations, many DFA generators such as Flex [5] build DFAs with fewer states, and rollback and revisit characters in the input multiple times. Such a strategy is unacceptable for critical, online network services.

In this paper, we address the memory problem for regular expression search, specifically for real rule-sets implemented using DFAs. We argue that by drastically reducing the memory requirement for DFAs, they become faster, more scalable and easier to implement in a software engine or as specialized hardware architectures. We propose a novel technique that allows non-equivalent states in a DFA to be merged using a scheme where the transitions in the DFA are labeled. By carefully labeling transitions, in effect, we are transferring information from the nodes to the edges of the graph representing the DFA. We propose a novel data structure to represent a DFA with merged states and labeled transitions, and show that this lossless compression method can achieve significant memory reductions in practice.

Unlike other DFA compaction approaches, we have no requirement on the transitions on which the two states reach their common destinations. A recent DFA compaction approach [6] (that does not do state merging, but instead removes transitions to common destinations) requires two states to not only have
the same destinations, but also transition to those destinations using the same input characters. Another significant advantage of our scheme is that merging states creates more common destinations for other states. As an example, if states A and B transition to states C and D, they cannot be merged. However, if C and D were merged, then A and B have a common destination and could be merged. Thus, merging itself creates more opportunities for memory compaction.

In summary, the major contribution of our paper is the notion of merging distinct, non-equivalent states in a DFA using transition labeling. To this end, we make the following specific contributions:

- We describe a compact data structure that can represent a DFA with merged states and transition labels.
- We present a merging and labeling algorithm.
- We extend the bitmap data structure proposed for string matching [7] to DFAs, and introduce a modification using pointer indirection, which also reduces memory usage in its own right.
- We present an analysis of our scheme, and perform a systematic experimental study comparing state merging to previous compaction techniques.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we discuss related work. In Section III, we introduce the bitmap-based data structure for DFAs, and present a discussion of our proposed improvements. We also present a motivational example that is used throughout the paper. In Section IV, we motivate our proposed state merging scheme using the example. In Section V, we formally present state merging, and discuss and analyze our merging and labeling algorithm and the data structure for a merged state. In Section VI, we present experimental results, and conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Until recently, most intrusion detection and other rule-sets consisted of strings, not regular expressions. Classical software-based string matching algorithms include KMP, Boyer-Moore [8], Wu-Manber [9] and Aho-Corasick [10]. Among these, Aho-Corasick has the ability to handle multiple patterns and guarantees \( O(n) \) search time for an input consisting of \( n \) characters. The memory requirement of the Aho-Corasick algorithm is generally linear in the total size of the strings in the rule-set, but a real implementation for large rule-sets may require considerable storage. In [11], the authors proposed splitting the state machine so that the string matching problem is solved by converting the large database into many smaller state machines, each of which searches for a portion of the rules, and a portion of the bits of each rule.

In [7], the authors propose two improvements to the Aho-Corasick algorithm. The first is the use of a bitmap data structure for each state. The second is to employ path compression where a “chain” of successive states all with a single outgoing transition are merged into a single state. As we will see, this is quite different from our state merging. Instead of “path-compressing” contiguous single-output states, we merge any two (or more) states in the DFA. If the states to be merged have common destinations, memory usage is reduced.

The authors in [12] propose using a TCAM to accelerate pattern matching. They consider a subset of all possible regular expressions. Their approach suffers from the drawbacks of TCAMs such as poor scalability and high power consumption, and may be unsuitable for large and complex rule-sets. [13] performed an analysis of regular expressions commonly used in networking, and proposed rewriting some rules to mitigate the memory blow-up. The rewriting is performed in a “safe” manner, which guarantees left-first matches. [13] also analyzes the complexity of DFAs for regular expressions used in network-based IDS.

Current algorithms to improve regular expression search trade-off memory for speed. Perhaps the closest work to our own in the Delayed DFA (D2FA) presented in [6]. Unlike our approach, D2FA does not merge states or label transitions. Rather it identifies two (or more) states that transition to the same set of destinations on the same input characters. For example, if both states \( S_0 \) and \( S_1 \) transition to state \( S_2 \) on character \( a \) and to state \( S_3 \) on character \( b \), then the \( a \) and \( b \) transitions of state \( S_1 \) are removed and replaced by a single “default” transition to state \( S_0 \). Upon reaching \( S_1 \), if the input is \( a \) or \( b \), we take the default transition to \( S_0 \) and then transition to the appropriate destination state. Thus, D2FA achieves memory compaction by removing duplicated transitions, but this happens at the expense of latency; states with a default transition require more than one transition per input character. There are two major differences between our scheme and D2FA. First, D2FA requires target states to have the same destinations as well as the same character to transition to those destinations. We do not have this restriction, and can merge states with common destinations, regardless of the characters on which they transition to those destinations. In other words, the states that D2FA targets are a subset of the states that we can merge. Second, in our case, merging states creates opportunities for more merging. By contrast, D2FA is a static technique.

In [14], the authors propose increasing the speed of regular expression search by expanding the alphabet. Specifically, they process two characters (bytes) for every state transition in the DFA. This produces an exponential increase in memory usage (since the cardinality of the alphabet is now squared). However, they propose several heuristics to mitigate the memory blow-up. This effort is targeted towards a hardware implementation, while our algorithm is more general.

III. BITMAP-BASED DATA STRUCTURES FOR DFAS

Using bitmaps is a natural first step towards achieving memory compaction for DFAs. Bitmaps have been used before for packet classification [15], [16] as well as for string matching using Aho-Corasick state machines [7].

In order to illustrate the use of bitmaps, as well as motivate our scheme, we use a simple example shown in Figure 1. The same example is used throughout the paper. It represents the
The bitmap. On the other hand, a '0' in the bitmap indicates a valid next state transition for input character with ASCII value $i$, while several transitions to valid next states, while several transition to a default “failure” state. For many states, the failure state is the start (initial) state. Instead of maintaining explicit next state pointers, the bitmap-based data structure maintains pointers to valid next states in a *transition table*, and uses a bitmap indexed by the input character to generate an address into the transition table. A '1' in the $i$'th position of the bitmap indicates a valid next state transition for input character with ASCII value $i$; the address into the transition table is obtained by counting the number of 1's until bit $i$ in the bitmap. On the other hand, a '0' in the bitmap indicates that the next state pointer is not present in the transition table, and that we should default to the failure state (denoted by a single failure pointer). Bitmap-based data structures obtain considerable compression since the number of valid next states are usually much smaller than the cardinality of the alphabet. Figure 3(a) also shows the bitmap for State 3 from the example in Figure 1. Note that the number of entries in the transition table is equal to the number of valid (non-failure) outgoing pointers from State 1, which in this case is 5. The five 1's in the bitmap correspond to these valid outgoing transitions from State 3 (on characters $a$, $f$, $g$, $h$ and $i$).

It may be observed that basic bitmap-based data structures do not take advantage of duplicate entries in the transition table. For example, if a state S0 transitions to state S1 on input character 'a' as well as input character 'b', the transition table contains S1 twice, in successive locations. This is because the bitmap will have 1's in both the 'a' position as well as the 'b' position. Thus, two distinct transition table addresses will be generated for 'a' and 'b', necessitating separate entries. This is also shown in the example in Figure 3(a), where the transition table contains State 5 repeated thrice.

A straightforward way of addressing this is to use a second bit for every location in the bitmap. The new bit indicates if the address into the transition table must be incremented. However, for alphabets with large cardinality requiring large bitmaps, such a strategy results in excessive memory usage.

A better scheme is to use one level of pointer indirection. Figure 3(b) shows this for State 3 from the example of Figure 1. A pointer indirection table is inserted between the bitmap and transition table. Now, the transition table contains only distinct next state entries, in this case, 3 entries. The bitmap generates an address into the pointer indirection table, which in turn contains a pointer into the transition table. In practical DFAs, the number of distinct entries in the transition table is typically smaller than the total number of entries. Thus, the width of the pointer indirection table need only be the logarithm of the number of distinct next states. In the example, each entry in the pointer table needs only 2 bits; thus, 16 such entries may be packed into a 32-bit memory word. Although this is not the primary contribution of our paper, we still present results on the use of pointer indirection with bitmaps. To the best of our knowledge, such a data structure has not been reported and studied in DFAs for network-based intrusion detection rule-sets before.

Bitmap-based data structures have two other disadvantages, especially when implemented in software. First, some computation (1’s counting) is necessary in order to process the bitmap and obtain an address into the transition table. Second, fetching the bitmap could require several memory accesses. These issues may be resolved to a certain extent by breaking up a large bitmap into several smaller bitmaps, each annotated with some extra information. For example, a 256-wide bitmap, which requires 8 32-bit memory accesses, could be divided into 8 32-bit bitmaps. Each 32-bit bitmap now needs additional information indicating how may 1’s are present in the bitmaps preceding it. Thus, at the expense of some memory, a large

![DFA for regular expression (a[b-e] [g-i] [f [g-h] j])k+. All transitions not shown lead to state 0. The labels (shown within black squares) appearing on transitions going into states 3 and 4 are discussed in Section IV.](image-url)
fraction of memory accesses could be reduced. We do not detail these techniques in this paper, as they are orthogonal to our main contributions. Similar memory access reduction strategies could be applied to any bitmap-based technique, including the one in this paper.

IV. STATE MERGING: A MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE

In this section, we introduce state merging with a motivational example. Consider states 3 and 4 in Figure 1. They have common destinations in states 1, 2 and 5. However, they do not transition to state 5 on the same input character. As we will see, this is not a requirement for state merging.

The first task when we merge two states is to label their input transitions. This is required because merged states have a single data structure. When this data structure is accessed during DFA traversal, we must know how the state was reached, and which portion of the data structure to access. The only constraint for labeling is that all input transitions of a state in the original DFA have the same label. Figure 1 shows an assignment of label 0 to all input transitions of state 3, and label 1 to all input transitions of state 4. This is sufficient to distinguish the two states after they are merged. All other transition labels are unnecessary at this point, and are hence not computed.

Figure 4 shows the DFA obtained after merging states 3 and 4. The merged state is represented as 3_4. Note that the output transitions of 3_4 are represented with trailing labels. For example, the transition [g-i]/0, j/1 indicates that the same next state, in this case state 5, is reached from state 3_4 upon receiving input characters g, h, i with label 0 or input character j with label 1. On the other hand, the transitions a/0,1 and f/0,1 are taken on characters a and f irrespective of the label with which state 3_4 was reached.

In Figure 4, we observe that states 1 and 2 now have a common destination state 3_4. This was not the case in the original example of Figure 1. Thus, the process of merging
it carries with it label 0 to indicate to its destination state 3,4 that the transition was meant for underlying original state 3.

The transition labels thus ensure no loss of information when states are merged. However, we obtain compression by using a modified data structure to represent the merged DFA. The data structure for merged state 1,2 is shown in Figure 6. The two bitmaps are the same as those in the individual data structures for the states prior to merging. The appropriate bitmap is chosen based on the destination label of the input transition. The pointer indifference table indexes the transition table (where next state pointers are stored), and also provides the destination labels for the outgoing transitions.

Two important observations may be made. First, the data structure does not need to store the source labels; they are implicit. For example, the transition [b-e].0/0 is only taken when source state 1,2 receives label 0: this is ensured by having separate bitmaps (and pointer indifference tables) for each source label. Second, common destinations need only be represented once in the transition table. For merged state 1,2, 1,2 itself and 3,4 are destinations common to several transitions. They are represented only once in the combined transition table to obtain compression.

Note that an alternative implementation could have outgoing labels in the transition table, associated with the next state pointers. However, this necessitates duplicating states in the transition table. For example, merged state 1,2 would have had two separate entries 3,4 with label 0, and 3,4 with label 1, requiring two entries in the wide transition table. With the labels in the indifference table, duplication is less expensive since the table is not as wide. For the rest of this paper, we assume that the labels are in the pointer indifference table.

State merging also requires that we update the data structures of all states affected by the merger. For example, when we created state 1,2, we must label transitions into the data structure of 3,4 since there are some transitions from 3,4 to the newly merged state 1,2.

The simple example illustrates the benefits of state merging. In more complex DFAs corresponding to real networking rule-sets, opportunities for merging are plentiful, as we demonstrate in Section VI. Also, as emphasized earlier, merging states creates opportunities for further merging by creating more shared destinations.

FIG. 5. DFA after merging states 1 and 2 from the example of Figure 4.

V. STATE MERGING IN DFAS

Two or more states can be merged into a single state by introducing labels on their transitions. The merged states are represented using a data structure containing the individual bitmaps, a combined transition table consisting of the union of their individual transition tables, the updated pointer indifference table for each original state and a structure to store the labels. In this section, we describe state merging and labeling in more detail, and show that the DFA obtained after state merging is equivalent to the original DFA. We also present an algorithm to perform merging and labeling.

We use the terms “original states” and “merged states” to refer to the states of the DFA prior to merging and after merging respectively. Note that after merging, some original states may be unaffected and remain in the DFA as is.

A. Labels

For every transition connecting two merged states, we define source labels and destination labels. A transition, represented by c.$l_d/l_0,l_1...$, thus has three attributes:

- a character c upon which the transition is taken;
- a single destination label $l_d$ that indicates to the destination state which underlying original state this transition is meant for;
- one or more source labels $l_0$, $l_1...$ that indicate to the source state upon which label to take this transition.

Each time a transition c.$l_d/l_0,l_1...$ is taken, label $l_d$ is produced and stored. Transition c.$l_d/l_0,l_1...$ will be taken if the current input character is 'c' and the stored label is any of $l_0,l_1,...$. If either the source or destination states are not merged, those labels are absent from the transition. Clearly, labels cause an overhead in terms of memory since they need to be stored. Before presenting the merging and labeling algorithm, we show that the number of required distinct labels is bounded and small, and therefore their introduction only marginally affects memory usage.

**Lemma 1:** An original state of the DFA has the same destination label on all its input transitions.
This follows from the definition above: a destination label identifies the underlying original state. Every original state is thus assigned a single destination label on its input transitions.

**Lemma 2:** The total number of distinct destination labels required is equal to the maximum number of original states contained in any merged state.

The lemma implies that if there are at most $i$ original states in any merged state in a DFA, the entire DFA needs exactly $i$ destination labels (which are reused across different states throughout the DFA). The proof is straightforward. If we have $i$ states in a merged state, we need $i$ destination labels on the input transitions of the state to distinguish between the $i$ underlying original states. Say we have $i+1$ labels in the DFA, represented by $l_1$, $l_2$, $l_{i+1}$. Consider now any merged state $S$ that has the destination label $l_{i+1}$ on its input transitions. At least one of the $i+1$ labels is not used by $S$ since $S$ contains at most $i$ original states merged into it. Suppose the unused label is $l_k$. We contend that label $l_{i+1}$ can be reassigned to $l_k$. To see this, suppose $l_{i+1}$ indicates original state $s$ ($s$ is now merged into $S$). We simply re-label all input transitions of $s$ from $l_{i+1}$ to $l_k$. This will not affect input transitions to any other states because every transition connects exactly two states in a DFA, thereby maintaining the property that all original states use exactly one label for their input transitions.

**B. Legality of State Merging**

We show that state merging does not affect the language accepted by the DFA. All DFAs have an initial, “start” state, and one or more “accept” states. It is essential to note that state merging does not modify the start or accept states.

**Lemma 3:** Let $D$ be a DFA and $D'$ the DFA obtained after merging one or more state pairs of $D$. A pattern is accepted by $D'$ if and only if the pattern is accepted by $D$.

Let $S$ be the start state, and $A_i$ an accept state of $D$ and $D'$. For a pattern to be accepted by a DFA, there is a path from $S$ to $A_i$. To prove the lemma, we show that there exists a path between $S$ and $A_i$ in $D'$ if and only if the pattern accepted by $D$.

We prove sufficiency first. Let $p$ be a path from $S$ to $A_i$ in $D$. If none of the states on $p$ are affected by merging, the lemma clearly holds. Let us assume that a state $s$ on $p$ has been merged with other states to create a merged state $s_m$. Let the transition leading into $s$ on path $p$ be taken on character $c_1$, and the transition leading out of $s$ on path $p$ be taken on character $c_o$. For simplicity, we also represent the transitions by $c_1$ and $c_o$. After merging, $c_1$ becomes $c_1'$ and $c_o$ becomes $c_o'/l$. Note that since merging neither creates nor removes transitions, there is a one-to-one mapping between the transitions in $D$ and $D'$. When transition $c_1/l$ is taken in $D'$, label $l$ is produced and stored while traversing the merged state. Now since the next character in the pattern is $c_o$, transition $c_o'/l$ is taken as the stored label is $l$. Therefore the same path $p$ will be traversed in $D'$.

To prove necessity, let $p'$ be a path from $S$ to $A_i$ in $D'$. If none of the states on $p'$ are affected by merging, the property clearly holds. Assume a merged state $s_m$ on $p'$. Let the input transition to $s_m$ on $p'$ be $c_1/l$ and the output transition from $s_m$ on $p'$ be $c_o/l$. If we “unmerge” $D'$ and remove the transition labels, $c_1,l$ becomes $c_1$ in the original DFA $D$, and $c_o/l$ becomes $c_o$ (due to the one-to-one mapping between transitions in $D$ and $D'$). Thus, the same path exists in $D$.

**C. Merging and Labeling Algorithm**

We now describe our merging and labeling algorithm. The goal of the algorithm is to merge states in such a way that the total memory requirement is minimized. We assume that the maximum number of labels is fixed, and associate each state pair with a weight. The weight provides a measure of the potential memory reduction achieved by merging the two states. A merge operation on two states $s_A$ and $s_B$ can cause the weight to change for other states, specifically the states connected to $s_A$ and $s_B$ and the states that share common targets with $s_A$ or $s_B$. It is difficult to formulate and analyze an optimum algorithm since the DFA changes with each operation. Our algorithm therefore proceeds iteratively, selecting the best choice at each iteration.

In order to keep track of the weights and efficiently access and modify them, we make use of a graph (informally referred to as the “weight graph”) and a heap. The graph has a node for each state in the DFA, and an edge between every pair of states which can potentially be merged. The weights of the edges are stored in a heap. Figure 7 shows the weight graphs during the first two merging steps for the example from Figure 1. For purposes of illustration, in the figure the weights are assumed to be the number of next states that are common to the two states, rather than the memory savings due to the merge operation.

Figure 7(a) shows the weight graph for the original DFA, and Figure 7(b) the weight graph after merging states 3 and 4.

The following terminology is useful in understanding the pseudocode of the algorithm (Figure 8). $D$ is the DFA being processed, assumed to be a global variable. $G$ is the weight graph corresponding to $D$. $e$ is an edge in $G$, and $h$ is a heap storing weight graph edges ordered according to edge weights. For two DFA states $s$ and $t$, $\text{metric}(s,t)$ is a measure of the memory savings when $s$ and $t$ are merged. $\text{max labels}$ is the
Algorithm V.1: MERGE STATES(DFA D)

- weight graph G; heap h; weight graph edge e; state s;
- init(G, h)
- e ← deletemax(h)
- while (e ≠ NULL and weight(e) > 0)
-   do s ← merge(G.left(e), G.right(e))
-   update(G, h, s)
-   e ← deletemax(h)

Algorithm V.2: INIT(graph G, heap h)

- state pair s,t; edge e;
- for each (s,t in D with s ≠ t)
-   if (num_sub-states(s) + num_sub-states(t) <= max_labels)
-     e ← G.connect(s,t)
-     e.weight ← metric(s,t)
-     h.insert(e, e.weight)

Algorithm V.3: UPDATE(graph G, heap h, state s)

- state t,u;
- for each (t connected to s in G)
-   if (num_sub-states(s) + num_sub-states(t) > max_labels)
-     do h.delete(G.edge(s,t))
-     G.delete(G.edge(s,t))
-     else h.changekey(G.edge(s,t), metric(s,t))
-     for each (t with transition to s in D)
-       for each (u connected to t in G)
-         h.changekey(G.edge(t, u), metric(t, u))

Fig. 8. DFA Merging and Labeling Algorithm.

maximum number of labels allowed. For states s and t with memory savings greater than 0, and whose sub-states do not exceed max_labels in number, there is an edge e in weight graph G, the weight of e being equal to metric(s, t).

Algorithm V.1 shows the core of our procedure, which is a loop that terminates when merging can no longer produce memory savings, or if more than the maximum allowed labels are required. Algorithm V.2 constructs the weight graph G and stores the edges in heap h. It considers all pairs of states in the given DFA. If the total number of sub-states in the state pair under consideration is less than the number of labels, it evaluates metric(s, t) and assigns it to the weight of the edge connecting states s and t in the weight graph. Recall that metric(s, t) is an exact measure of the memory savings possible when states s and t are merged.

When two states are merged, data structures of other states in the DFA, as well as weights of edges in the weight graph, must be updated. Algorithm V.3 shows a procedure for doing this. The first part updates the weights of all edges connected to the newly merged state. It also removes those edges from the heap and weight graph if the total number of sub-states of their state pair exceeds the number of labels. The final part of Algorithm V.3 recalculates the metric corresponding to state pairs where one state is connected to the merged state. This is required because states connected to a merged state will have fewer destinations, changing their metric.

D. Analysis

We now present a complexity analysis of the above algorithms. The original DFA is assumed to have n states.

First, we analyze the complexity of each iteration of Algorithm V.1. There is one call to the weight graph initialization function of Algorithm V.2. For each iteration, there is one call to the update function of Algorithm V.3. All heap operations take logarithmic time in the number of heap elements. Data structure initialization visits every state pair in the DFA, a maximum of n^2 state pairs. Inserting these elements into the heap therefore leads to \( O(n^2 \log n) \) complexity. Next, a single update operation in Algorithm V.3 has the same \( O(n^2 \log n) \) complexity if the states required to be updated are connected to all the states in the graph. In practice however, very few states need to be updated each time. Also, due to merging, the number of states in the graphs decreases with each iteration.

The maximum possible iterations occurs when we merge only two states per iteration, and continue until all merged states contain max_labels original states. In other words, we start with n original states, and end up with \( n/\text{max_labels} \) states. We can have up to \( n - n/\text{max_labels} \) iterations in Algorithm V.1. Since each iteration has complexity \( O(n^2 \log n) \), this leads to an overall complexity of \( O(1 - 1/\text{max_labels})n^3 \log n) \).

E. Rule Database Updates

Updates to rule databases occur infrequently enough to not warrant processing them at LPM-like rates of several thousand per second. One strategy to handle updates is to create two new DFAs, one to hold the new regular expressions to be added, and the other to hold regular expressions to be removed. All three DFAs are looked up in parallel. Another strategy is to use a shadow copy of the merged DFA data structures. The shadow copies are updated offline, after which they switch positions with the online DFAs. Since state merging and labeling is compatible with any of these existing techniques, we do not describe them further in this paper.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Now we present experimental results on Bro [2] and Snort [1] security rule-sets. We evaluate the benefits of our scheme over the naive implementation, bitmaps and bitmaps with pointer indirection (both described in Section III). The results show the reduction in the number of states and distinct transitions, as well as the final memory savings.

A. Experimental Setup and Memory Representation

Our simulation infrastructure consists of a DFA generator and a DFA merging module. The latter is parameterized in the maximum number of sub-states a merged state can consist...
of (i.e., the maximum number of labels allowed) and in the metric guiding the merging choices. Since the basic goal of merging is memory reduction, the metric selected gives a direct measure of the effective memory reduction due to each merger. We assume 256-bit wide bitmaps (note that existing bitmap compression techniques could be used on top of this, but we do not employ them in this paper). The width of the transition table is set to 32 bits, amenable to a software implementation. Labels add $\log_2(naz\_labels)$ to the width of the pointer indirection table. Apart from this, the width of the indirection table is a function of the number of distinct outgoing transitions of the corresponding state. This results in a few different widths for the pointer indirection table entries; blocks with different widths are assumed to be laid out in different memory regions aligned to 32-bit boundaries.

B. Rule Databases

As mentioned, the datasets used consist of subsets of rules from Bro [2] and Snort [1] NIDS. We considered two distinct Bro rule-sets, one from v0.8 and one from v0.9. In the case of Snort, we considered a snapshot from July 2006 and processed subsets of rules containing Perl compatible regular expressions (PCREs). The first six columns of Table I detail the sources of the regular expressions and their general characteristics. All datasets contain wildcards and a few present counting constraints. We pre-filtered large datasets based on headers. Specifically, backdoor, spyware/http and spyware/port25 datasets contain rules filtered respectively according to the headers $\$HOME\_NET$ any - $\$EXTERNAL\_NET$ $\$HTTP\_PORTS$/any, $\$HOME\_NET$ any - $\$EXTERNAL\_NET$ $\$HTTP\_PORTS$/any, and $\$HOME\_NET$ any - $\$EXTERNAL\_NET$ 25/any.

Columns seven to nine in Table I summarize the characteristics of the resulting DFAs. The DFA sizes vary from 154 to 7183 states. We also characterize the DFAs in terms of number of distinct transition to next states they contain. Two transitions from the same state are considered to be distinct if they lead to two different target states (regardless of the symbol upon which the transitions are taken). The number of distinct next state transitions shown in the table is summed over all the states in the DFA. Note that the Snort rule-sets have lower percentages of distinct next state transitions than the BRO rule-sets. This is due to the large number of character ranges (both in the form $[c_1-c_2]$ and $[^d\,[^D\,[^w\,[^W\,[^s\,[^S]]]]]]) and to the fact that Snort regular expressions are not case sensitive.

Table I shows the total number of states and distinct transitions after merging with 128 labels. The distinct transitions refer to the number of entries in the transition tables, which are used to computing the total memory requirement. The naive data structure represents all transitions in the DFA, whereas our data structure only represents distinct transitions. State merging reduces the number of states by an order of magnitude, and the number of transitions by two orders of magnitude.

C. Memory requirement

Regardless of the reduction in the number of states and transitions, the bottom-line is memory reduction. Note that a 10x or a 100x reduction in the numbers of states and transitions will translate to a smaller reduction in memory usage because of overheads in the data structure, and the fact that some parts of merged states cannot be compacted. Figure 9 compares the memory requirement of the bitmap solution, of bitmaps with pointer indirection and of state merging with 2, 8, 32 and 128 labels (above which no further memory reduction is observed). We set the failure pointer of each state to its most frequently outgoing transitions, the bottom-line is memory reduction. Note that a 10x or a 100x reduction in the numbers of states and transitions.

Figure 9 shows the total number of states and distinct transitions after merging with 128 labels. The distinct transitions refer to the number of entries in the transition tables, which are used to computing the total memory requirement. The naive data structure represents all transitions in the DFA, whereas our data structure only represents distinct transitions. State merging reduces the number of states by an order of magnitude, and the number of transitions by two orders of magnitude.

We observe that pointer indirection is better than the bitmap solution only if the additional data structure overhead is compensated by a reduction in the number of next state pointers. Because of the higher percentage of distinct transitions, pointer indirection alone is not beneficial for Bro databases. It can be noted that, despite the label overhead, state merging always
reduces the memory requirement. Not only does it allow us to take advantage of common transitions within a state, but also across different states. The final memory requirement decreased by a factor of 10 for Bro and by a factor of 15-25 for Snort (over the naive implementation).

Compared to bitmaps, state merging on average halves the total memory requirement. Note that bitmaps present a constant overhead for the plain bitmap solution, the pointer redirection solution as well as the state merging technique. It is well known that bitmaps can be further compressed using several techniques [17]. Thus, if we ignore the overhead of the 256-bit wide bitmap in order to isolate the memory savings of state merging, we see that state merging produces a 5X memory reduction over bitmaps.

In real applications, complexity of a rule-set is indicative of the number of wildcards in its regular expressions, a characteristic that generally results in more common transitions both for a state and across different states. This is a favorable trend to techniques like state merging.

Finally, we note that state merging does not affect performance. Specifically, the number of memory accesses remains the same. To see this, consider the pointer redirection table that has the additional overhead of labels. Given that both the pointer redirection table entry as well as the number of bits required for the label are well below 32, the introduction of labels won’t necessitate more memory accesses in a software implementation for typical DFAs. In a specialized hardware implementation, memory words may be carefully adjusted to ensure performance is unaffected.

A quantitative comparison between our scheme and D2FA [6] is difficult since the authors do not compute the actual memory savings, but report the reduced number of transitions. A possible implementation of D2FA could use bitmaps to filter out the default transitions, incurring the same bitmap overhead we experience. A D2FA implementation recently proposed in [18] uses ad-hoc state identifiers and assumes very wide memory accesses. This is therefore suited to a hardware implementation. We refer the reader to the qualitative comparison presented in Section II. Note that treating the default pointers as failure pointers, state merging can in fact be performed on top of a D2FA.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Regular expressions are increasingly used in networking security and policy management. A popular technique for performing regular expression search is the DFA. While DFAs offer \( O(1) \) lookup time per input character, their memory requirements make them impractical for realistic rule-sets. Both software and hardware implementations of regular expression search engines that use DFAs are hampered by their prohibitive memory usage. Compounding this problem is the need to perform online payload inspection at high line speeds. Due to reasons pertaining to denial-of-service attacks, routers implementing these services must also provide a worst-case speed guarantee.

In this paper, we described a scheme to drastically reduce memory usage of DFAs while not affecting their speed, and still providing worst-case guarantees. We introduced the notion of merging non-equivalent states of a DFA using transition labeling. Significant memory savings are achieved when states with common destinations are merged and represented using our data structure. Unlike other DFA compaction approaches, we have no requirement on the transitions on which the two states reach their common destinations. Another advantage of our scheme is that merging states creates more common destinations for other states, thereby providing opportunities for more merging. We describe a polynomial-time state merging and labeling algorithm, and show that state merging does not affect the language accepted by the DFA.

We perform several experiments on real rule-sets from the Snort and Bro IDS, and show memory compactions ranging from 10X to 25X compared to the basic DFA data structure, and 5X compared to a bitmap-based data structure.

The results presented in this paper exemplify a software implementation. Future work encompasses tailoring the proposed scheme to a specialized hardware architecture.
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